NTR plc, the international
renewable energy group,

which builds and runs green energy and
resource sustaining businesses, has a desire to
make a strong statement about its corporate
commitment to environmental issues. For this
reason, the NTR Board decided to establish the
NTR Foundation.

What We Do

International Projects | NTR Group Projects | Policy & Research
There are three strands to the work of the NTR Foundation.
Each responds to the global environmental challenges of
climate change, sustaining natural resources and addressing
security of energy supply.

International Projects
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International
Projects

The NTR Foundation will
invest in a small number
of large multi-annual
international projects
that involve both service
provision and thought
leadership. The NTR
Foundation will seek to
support existing work
underway, either through
strategic partnerships and/
or directly into well-led
organisations, which have
a strong track record of
success.

NTR Group Projects
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NTR Group
Projects

Each year, businesses in
the NTR plc portfolio will
have the opportunity to
receive matched funding
from the NTR Foundation
for projects that have a
direct impact in their own
communities in the US, UK
and Ireland. These projects
will be entrepreneurial
solutions to the challenges
of climate change, resource
sustainability and security
of energy supply.

Policy & Research
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Policy &
Research

The NTR Foundation
will foster and publish
independent research,
which serves to increase
the knowledge base in its
core funding areas. This,
combined with the evidence
base generated from its
investments, will enable
the NTR Foundation to act
as a credible contributor to
policy debates.

securing a greener future

www.ntr-foundation.org

Vision

The NTR Foundation is working to
secure a greener future, for this and
future generations.

Our Mission

The NTR Foundation’s mission is to address the challenges
posed by climate change, resource sustainability and
security of energy supply, through the provision of targeted
ﬁnancial and expert support to projects, research and nongovernmental organisations.
In keeping with NTR’s entrepreneurial heritage, the NTR
Foundation will support projects that address these issues in
an entrepreneurial way.

Our Values

The core values of excellence,
entrepreneurship, impact, integrity,
accountability and leadership will
drive the work of the NTR Foundation.

How We Work
Impact- The NTR Foundation focuses on achieving measurable societal and
environmental impact.

Harness Innovation and Support Entrepreneurship-

The NTR Foundation harnesses innovation and supports entrepreneurial projects,
leveraging NTR Group Business’ expertise, with the ultimate aim of bringing
selected projects to scale.

Build Capacity- The NTR Foundation invests in organisational and

community capacity, so that more people in more places can build better lives
and futures.

Accountability- All NTR Foundation investments will be performance

based, with a strong emphasis on good business planning and measurable
outcomes. All projects will require transparent monitoring, evaluation and impact
assessment.

Strategic Partnerships- The NTR Foundation will collaborate with
other organisations committed to the same values and goals.

